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EXTRACT FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION RELATIVE TO THE

TREATMENT OF PRISONERS OF WAR

Geneva, July 27, 1929

Treaty Series No.37 (1931)

These extracts from White Papers No. 36 and No. 37 are

relevant to the Repatriations of British and Italians sick

and wounded Prisoners of War:-

Section 1 - Direct Repatriation and Accommodation in a Neutral Country.

Article 68.

Belligerents shall he required to send hack to their own country, without

regard to rank or numbers, after rendering then in a fit condition for transport,
prisoners of war who are seriously ill or seriously wounded.

Agreements between the belligerents shall therefore determine, as soon as

possible, the forms of disablement or sickenss requiring direct repatriation and

cases which may necessitate accommodation in a neutral country. Pending the

conclusion of such agreements, the belligerents may refer to the model draft

agreement annexed to the present Convention.

Article 69.

On the opening of hostilities, belligerents shall come to an understanding as

to the appointment of mixed medical commissions. These commissions shall consist

of three members, two of whom shall belong to a neutral cquntry and one appointed

by the detaining Power; one of the medical officers of the neutral country shall

preside. These mixed medical commissions shall proceed to the examination of sick

or wounded prisoners and shall make all appropriate decisions with regard to them.

The decisions of these commissions shall be decided by majority and shall be

carried into effect as soon as possible.

Article 70.

In addition to those prisoners of war selected by the medical officer of the

camp, the following shall be inspected by the mixed medical Commission mentioned

in Article 69, with a view to their direct repatriation of accommodation in a

neutral country;

(a) prisoners who make a direct request to that effect to the medical

officer of the camp;

(b) prisoners presented by the prisoners’ representatives mentioned in

Article 43, the latter acting on their own initiative or on the request
of the prisoners themselves;

(c) prisoners nominated by the Power in whose armed forces they served or by
a relief society duly recognised and authorised by that Power.

Article 71.

Prisoners of war who meet with accidents at work, unless the injury is self-

inflicted, shall have the benefit of the same provisions as regards repatriation
or accommodation in a neutral country.

Article 72.

During the continuance of hostilities, and for humanitarian reasons, belligerent

may conclude agreements with a view to the direct repatriation or accommodation

in a neutral country of prisoners of war in good health who have been in captivity
for a long time.

Article 73.

The expenses of repatriation or transport to a neutral country of prisoners of
war shall be borne, as from the frontier of the detaining Power, by the Power in whose
armed forces such prisoners served.
Article 74.

No repatriated person shall be employed on active military service.
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